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Current Colorado Snowpack 

 
Colorado snowpack is at or above normal for many river basins in the state except for the Arkansas River.  The 

mountains are off to a good start and the ski season has been good up to this point, but we are only about 

halfway through the accumulation season and the next 3 months will make or break our season overall.   

 



Current Snowpack Over the Western US 

 
 

The active storm track and multiple “atmospheric rivers” inundating California has resulted in well above 

normal snowpack over many mountain ranges.  Many areas in CA/NV and UT are more than double normal 

snowpack at this time and some areas are nearing 250% or more of normal!  The well above normal snowfall 

should result in drought conditions being alleviated over this area of the Country that is in a multiple decade 

long drought.  One good year does not cure a drought, but it is a good start.  Flooding may become a concern in 

the spring if the snow melts too quickly from warm temperatures or if rain falls on top of the snow expediting 

the melting process.       



Drought Update  
 

Overall, much of eastern CO remains under moderate drought conditions or abnormally dry. Much of Colorado 

now shows drought free conditions over the mountainous areas of the state.  Drought conditions are worse in 

our neighboring states to the east and the high frequency of storms impacting areas of CA/NV and UT will help 

to alleviate some of the drought concerns.   
 

 

 
  



 

The map below shows forecasted temperature deviances for January 2023. There are equal chances for above 

or below normal temperatures over the state of Colorado.  Or, near normal temperatures are expected most 

areas. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

The map below shows forecasted precipitation deviances for January 2023. Colorado is “sandwiched” between 

potential above and below normal precipitation.  This equates to equal chances for above or below normal 

precipitation during the month.  All it takes is one decent storm to reach near normal precipitation and snowfall 

for many areas along the I-25 corridor from Fort Collins to Pueblo.     

 

 
 

  



 

Drought conditions will persist over eastern Colorado during the month of January as on average January is not 

a make or break month moisture wise.  Drought conditions are expected to improve dramatically over parts of 

CA/NV and UT but drought will likely remain in the short term.  If the active storm track continues through 

the winter many areas west of the continental divide will begin to reverse the decades long drought at least in 

the short term.  One wet/snowy winter does not cure a multiyear drought but it you have to start somewhere 

and the trend is for more storms to impact this region of the Country into the foreseeable future. 

 

 

 
  



December Summary 
December of 2022 featured below normal temperatures and above normal in snowfall for many areas of NE 

Colorado along the I-25 corridor from Fort Collins to Castle Rock.  Below normal temperatures were common 

area wide, but the snowfall was variable with well above normal snow for some while isolated areas experienced 

near normal to below normal snowfall over northern Colorado.  The below normal snowfall was generally limited 

to the Fort Collins area with normal to well above normal snowfall from Boulder County into the Denver Metro 

area.  There were only 3 meaningful snow events for the I-25 corridor with a few additional minor snow events 

for the foothills.  The first snow event of the month occurred on the 12-13th with minor snow totals followed by 

a low to mid-single digit snowfall on the 21-22nd.  Most of the snowfall during the month of December fell on the 

28-29th with many locations reporting between 5-10” or more of snow from this event alone.  Snow totals for 

December 2022 ranged from just 4-6” in and around Fort Collins with higher totals southward into Loveland of 

just over 9”.  Most areas from Longmont to Castle Rock reported between 10-16” of snow with isolated higher 

and lower amounts.  DIA officially reported 13.0” of snow in December which is 6.4” above the normal of 6.6”.  

The month started out relatively warm with above normal temperatures through the first week.  Temperatures 

then became quite cold at times during the 2nd and 3rd weeks of the month with variable temperatures at months 

end.  A strong arctic cold front moved through on the 21st and resulted in a 1 hour temperature drop of 37°F at 

DIA which is now the largest 1-hour temperature drop in Denver history, edging out January 27, 2007, at 35°F.  

Temperatures on the morning of the 22nd dropped to -24°F with a high of only -6°F resulting in a daily mean 

temperature of -15°F which is the 2nd coldest average daily temperature in Denver history!  The -24°F reading on 

the 22nd was 1 degree away from tying the daily and monthly record of -25°F.  The cold spell only lasted about 

72 hours with temperatures reaching the 40’s to around 50 for afternoon highs by the 24th of the month.  The cold 

spell was followed by a spring like storm on the 28-29th as precipitation began as rain over the Denver Metro area 

before changing over to heavy snow.  Overall, average high temperatures for the month of December were 44.6°F 

or 0.6 degrees above normal but the average lows were 14°F, 4.4 degrees below normal resulting in a monthly 

mean temperature of 29.3° or 1.9°F below the normal of 31.2°F.  Over half of the moisture during the month was 

observed from a single storm on the 28th into 29th with 0.67” of liquid reported from this storm alone.  Total 

precipitation for the month in the form of rain and melted snowfall was 1.18” which is 0.83” above the normal of 

0.35”.  Many of the W and SW Denver suburbs reported 1.3-1.8” of moisture for the month with isolated higher 

amounts.  Below are maps of departure from normal temperature and precipitation for the month of December.    

     

 

 
 
 

From Colorado Springs to Pueblo December of 2022 featured below normal temperatures and near normal to well 

below normal in snowfall for many areas along the I-25 corridor.  The lone exception to the normal or below 



normal snow was over northern El Paso County where snow totals came in slightly above normal from Palmer 

Lake eastward into Black Forest.  The month started off mild during the first week then became cold at times 

during the 2nd and 3rd weeks, finishing off the month with variable temperatures.  Average highs during the month 

in Colorado Springs were 45.1°F which was 0.5°F above normal and average lows were 16.2°F, 2.5 degrees 

below the normal of 18.7°F resulting in a monthly mean temperature of 30.7°F, or 1.0 degrees below the normal 

of 31.7°F  The warmest day of the month was 63°F recorded on the 11th and 27th of the month with a low of -

10°F on the 22nd followed by a low of -9°F on the 23rd as an arctic outbreak impacted SE Colorado.  Snowfall at 

the municipal airport in Colorado Springs came in at 3.9”, 0.2” below the normal of 4.1”.  Most areas in and 

around Colorado Springs reported between 3-7” with isolated higher amounts northern area of the city and isolated 

lower amounts far south.  Further north into the Palmer Lake and Monument/Black Forest zone snowfall totals 

ranged from 11.7” in Palmer Lake to 16.6” in Black Forest which is slightly above normal for this area.  The 

snow fell in 4 separate events, the first event was on the 12-13th followed by another event on the 15-16th.  These 

first 2 events produced minor snow totals with the arctic outbreak on the 21-22nd producing 1-3” totals most areas.  

The last event on the 28-29th produced more significant snows with anywhere from 1-4” in Colorado Springs and 

higher amounts of 6-10” or more over northern El Paso County.  The storm on the 28th into 29th started out as rain 

and then changed over to snow.  It is rare for storms in late December to produce any rain at all for elevations 

above 6,000ft.  Total moisture at the airport in Colorado Springs came in at 0.50”, more than double the average 

of 0.23” as some of that fell as rain.  Further south into Pueblo there was less storm activity with only 3 storms 

(12-13th, 21-22nd and 28-29th) producing measurable snow with the Canon City area only experiencing only 1 

storm with measurable snow on the 21-22nd.  Snow totals were minor with 0.5-2.0” reported from Canon City to 

Pueblo with isolated higher amounts western areas of Pueblo towards Pueblo reservoir.  The airport in Pueblo 

tallied 1.3” for the month which was 3.3” below the normal of 4.6”.  Moisture was hard to come by with 0.13” 

reported in Pueblo or 0.16” below the normal of 0.29”.  Average highs in Pueblo were 48.5°F with average lows 

of 10.6°F resulting in a monthly mean temperature of 29.5°F or 2.2 degrees below the normal of 31.7°F.   

 

December Statistics DIA 

TEMPERATURE (IN DEGREES F) 
OBSERVED 

VALUE 
NORMAL VALUE 

DEPARTURE FROM 

NORMAL 

    

AVERAGE MAX 44.6°F 44.0°F 0.6°F 

AVERAGE MIN 14.0°F 18.4°F -4.4°F 

MONTHLY MEAN 29.3°F 31.2°F -1.9°F 

DAYS WITH MAX 90 OR ABOVE 0.0 0.0 0.0 

DAYS WITH MAX 32 OR BELOW 6 6.4 -0.4 

DAYS WITH MIN 32 OR BELOW 30 29.2 0.8 

DAYS WITH MIN 0 OR BELOW 4 1.9 2.1 

    

 
OBSERVED 

VALUE 
DATE(S) NORMAL VALUE 

DEPARTURE FROM 

NORMAL 

HIGHEST 64°F 12/1, 12/11   

LOWEST -24°F 12/22     

     

HEATING DEGREE DAYS     

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 1098  1048 50 



SEASONAL TOTAL (since 7/1) 2364   2367 -3 

         

COOLING DEGREE DAYS     

       

MONTHLY TOTAL 0   0 0 

YEARLY TOTAL (since 1/1) 1168  849 319 

          

PRECIPITATION (IN INCHES)     

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 1.18”  0.35” 0.83” 

YEARLY TOTAL 11.92”  14.48” -2.56” 

GREATEST IN 24 HOURS 0.67” 12/28-12/29    

DAYS WITH MEASURABLE 

PRECIP. 
5  4.4 0.6 

          

SNOWFALL (IN INCHES)       

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 13.0”  6.6” 6.4” 

SEASONAL TOTAL 23.9”  19.0” 4.9” 

GREATEST IN 24 HOURS 7.1” 12/28-12/29    

GREATEST DEPTH 6.0”      

         

January Preview  

January is technically slightly warmer than December on average as monthly mean temperatures in December are 

31.2°F versus 31.7°F in January.  Average highs in January are 44.6°F with average lows of 18.7°F.  Temperatures 

can fluctuate wildly though as the record high for the month of January is 76 degrees and the all-time record low 

is -29°F which was observed in January on the 9th all they way back in 1875.  The record high and low result in 

a temperature range of 105 degrees!  Typically, the snow that falls in January is dry and powdery with low water 

content but not always.  The snow type hinges on where the storm originated from and if it is Pacific in origin 

then snow can be wet/heavy like spring but if the storm originated from Canada the snow will be like champagne 

powder.  Overall, 6.4” of snow is “normal” in January but as we know living in Colorado “normal” only happens 

on paper and recent years January has been a good snow producer.  Skyview Weather believes that January 2023 

will feature near normal temperatures and near normal snowfall but all it takes is one good storm to reach normal 

levels in snowfall.  Overall, 3-5 snow events are expected with most of them being minor.  If you believe long 

range models there could be a more significant storm in the 3rd week of the month and if this comes to fruition 

then above normal snowfall is certainly possible.  Sunlight begins to increase in January with sunrise at the start 

of the month at 7:21am and ending the month at 7:08am in Denver with a 13 minute gain.  Sunset starts off at 

4:46pm and ends the month at 5:18pm, adding 32 minutes.  Overall 45 minutes of daylight is gained during the 

month.  The low sun angle of January can result in snowfall staying on the ground for long periods of time after 

storms and layering of snow occurs if storms are frequent.   

 
 

 

DENVER'S JANUARY CLIMATOLOGICALLY NORMAL 



(NORMAL PERIOD 1991-2020 DIA Data) OBSERVED VALUE 

    

TEMPERATURE   

    

AVERAGE HIGH 44.6°F 

AVERAGE LOW 18.7°F 

MONTHLY MEAN 31.7°F 

DAYS WITH HIGH 90 OR ABOVE 0.0 

DAYS WITH HIGH 32 OR BELOW 5.0 

DAYS WITH LOW 32 OR BELOW 29.0 

DAYS WITH LOWS ZERO OR BELOW 2.0 

    

PRECIPITATION   

    

MONTHLY AVERAGE 0.38” 

DAYS WITH MEASURABLE PRECIPITATION 4.4 

AVERAGE SNOWFALL IN INCHES 6.4” 

DAYS WITH 1.0 INCH OF SNOW OR MORE 2 

    

MISCELLANEOUS AVERAGES   

   

HEATING DEGREE DAYS 1034 

COOLING DEGREE DAYS 0 

WIND SPEED (MPH) 8.6 mph 

WIND DIRECTION South 

DAYS WITH THUNDERSTORMS 0 

DAYS WITH DENSE FOG 1 

PERCENT OF SUNSHINE POSSIBLE 71% 

    

EXTREMES   

    

RECORD HIGH 76 on 1/27/1888 

RECORD LOW -29 on 1/9/1875 

WARMEST 40.3 in 1986 

COLDEST 16.9 in 1930 

WETTEST 2.35” in 1883 

DRIEST 0.01” in 1933 

SNOWIEST 24.3” in 1992 

LEAST SNOWY TR in 2003, 1994 

 

 



Snowfall 

City Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr/May Total 

Aurora (Central) 
TR 8.2” 12.4” 

    20.6” 

Boulder  
0.1” 

24.5” 16.0”     40.6” 

Brighton 
0.0” 

9.0” 10.2”     19.2” 

Broomfield 
TR 

15.1” 16.1”     31.2” 

Castle Rock 
3.8” 

5.6” 11.1”     20.5” 

Colo Sprgs Airport  TR 7.4” 3.9”     11.3” 

Denver DIA TR 10.9” 13.0”     23.9” 

Denver Downtown TR 9.1” 9.6”     18.7” 

Fort Collins  0.2” 9.2” 4.0”     13.4” 

Golden 2.0” 22.6” 16.2”     40.8” 

Highlands Ranch  2.5” 10.6” 11.2”     24.3” 

Lakewood  TR 10.6” 14.2”     24.8” 

Littleton 1.2” 14.1” 11.0”     26.3” 

Monument 5.5” 5.8” 13.2”     24.5” 

Parker  1.0” 6.9” 11.0”     18.9” 

Sedalia - Hwy 67 5.2” 7.6” 10.6”     23.4” 

Thornton TR 12.6” 12.5”     25.1” 

Westminster TR 13.3” 15.5”     28.8” 

Wheat Ridge TR 15.2” 14.4”     29.6” 

Windsor 0.0” 8.6” 7.3”     15.9” 
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